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Compilers for Course-Grained Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) architectures suffer from long compilation times
and code quality levels far below the theoretical upper bounds. This article presents a new scheduler, called
the Bimodal Modulo Scheduler (BMS), to map inner loops onto (heterogeneous) CGRAs of the Architecture
for Dynamically Reconfigurable Embedded Systems (ADRES) family. BMS significantly outperforms existing
schedulers for similar architectures in terms of generated code quality and compilation time. This is achieved
by combining new schemes for backtracking with extended and adapted forms of priority functions and cost
functions, as described in the article. BMS is evaluated by mapping multimedia and software-defined radio
benchmarks onto tuned ADRES instances.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since around 2000, Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) architectures have
been proposed to accelerate inner loops of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) applications [De Sutter et al. 2013]. Extensions to CGRAs such as Single Instruction, Multiple
Data (SIMD) support, virtualisation, dynamic operation fusion, custom memory configurations, and multi-threading allow many forms and levels of parallelism to be exploited [Park et al. 2013, 2009b, 2009c; Jang et al. 2011; De Sutter et al. 2010; Kanstein
et al. 2007; Vander Aa et al. 2011; Pager et al. 2015].
One type of CGRA, named Architecture for Dynamically Reconfigurable Embedded
Systems (ADRES), can be seen as a coarse-grained Field-Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) in which look-up tables have been replaced by word-wide Functional Units
(FUs) and Register Files (RFs) and in which a new configuration for the whole CGRA
is loaded every cycle [Mei et al. 2003]. ADRES can also be seen as an extension of
clustered Very Large Instruction Word (VLIW) architectures to a more generic, twodimensional type of VLIW. ADRES CGRAs are, for example, also scheduled statically.
However, whereas each FU in a VLIW is typically connected to only a single RF via
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multiple implicit connections and ports dedicated to that FU, ADRES FUs are typically
connected to multiple, distributed RFs and to other FUs over connections that are
shared. Because of that feature, programming ADRES CGRAs remains a challenge.
On a VLIW, scheduling an operation in some slot implies the reservation of many
resources, including an FU and its dedicated connections and ports. This simplifies
the code generation, which can rely on relatively simple reservation tables during
modulo scheduling to generate software-pipelined loop code. Because individual ports
and connections in a CGRA are shared, they have to be allocated explicitly at compile
time and programmed explicitly at run time. The compiler hence not only needs to
allocate slots (i.e., FU-cycle pairs) to schedule operations, it also needs to allocate the
necessary resources to transfer data between slots. The task of an ADRES compiler
back-end hence consists of Placement & Routing (P&R), two terms borrowed from the
domain of FPGAs. Operations need to be placed on the computational resources in the
CGRA schedule, and data dependencies need to routed over the interconnect resources.
P&R tasks typically require much more compilation time than traditional VLIW
code generation. This problem is aggravated by the fact that many features can be
customized per individual resource. Design space exploration studies have shown that
this customizability is advantageous for targeting different application domains [Novo
et al. 2009; Oh et al. 2009; Lambrechts et al. 2009; Cervero et al. 2008; Bouwens
et al. 2008]. Actual ADRES hardware prototypes and commercialized instances (named
Samsung Reconfigurable Processor) designed and fabricated for different application
domains confirm this observation for domains such as Multimedia (MM) [Mei et al.
2008], Software-Defined Radios (SDRs) [Bougard et al. 2008; Derudder et al. 2009;
Suzuki et al. 2011], and audio processing [Suh et al. 2012]. It is therefore advantageous
for ADRES compilers to be retargetable to different, heterogeneous ADRES instances.
Many modulo schedulers have been proposed for ADRES-like CGRAs [Mei et al.
2002; De Sutter et al. 2008; Park et al. 2008; Oh et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2011; Hamzeh
et al. 2012, 2013; Kim et al. 2013; Chen and Mitra 2014]. All of them offer a specific
tradeoff among generated code quality, compilation time, and supported features and
heterogeneity in the targeted CGRAs. None of the existing algorithms reaches the theoretical code quality limit, however, and the ones that come close are slow, requiring
up to tens of seconds to schedule a single (unrolled) inner loop body. Clearly, further
improvements are needed, for example, to support automatic CGRA design space exploration, which requires code to be generated for many CGRA instances. This article
pushes the state of the art with the following contributions:
(1) This article presents a BMS that extends and improves concepts from existing algorithms in several ways. It achieves its goal by combining new forms of backtracking,
new priority functions, and new cost functions.
(2) We present different ways to configure the BMS, that is, to deploy its two modes.
This allows the developer to trade off code quality and compilation time.
(3) Building on the flexible hardware resource models from the original Dynamically Reconfigurable Embedded Systems Compiler (DRESC), the BMS supports
the widest range of heterogeneous ADRES instances, while requiring no more compilation time than compilers that target more homogeneous instances.
Section 2 provides background information and related work. Section 3 describes the
BMS, which is evaluated in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. BACKGROUND

The design space of CGRA architectures is vast and features many design options [De
Sutter et al. 2013]. Our research focuses on ADRES [Mei et al. 2003], a template for
CGRAs coupled tightly to a main Central Processing Unit (CPU). A simplified ADRES
instance is depicted in Figure 1(a). It has a large central RF, four FUs, and one local RF.
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Fig. 1. Two views on the same 2×2 ADRES instance.

When executing code outside inner loops, the processor operates as a VLIW processor,
in which only the central RF and the top row of FUs are active.
When executing inner loops, the whole CGRA is active in the so-called CGRA mode.
In each cycle, all elements of the array are then configured by a very wide configuration
word read from a configuration memory. To minimize the energy overhead of this percycle reconfiguration, no control flow is supported in CGRA mode, and it is scheduled
completely statically. Alternatives to a wide configuration memory have been proposed
in the literature [Park et al. 2009a], but as those techniques tackle the control path
implementation of a CGRA, they are orthogonal to the code scheduling problem tackled
in this article, which is in essence a data path control problem. To generate controlflow-free loop bodies, predication is used [Mahlke et al. 1992].
Figure 1(b) shows a more detailed picture of the same ADRES instance of Figure 1(a),
in which many of the elements that need to be configured are visible: All ports to RFs
need to be configured with read and write addresses, all Multiplexers (MUXs) need to be
configured to select the appropriate inputs, and all FUs need to be configured to execute
the scheduled operation. In our ADRES designs, in each cycle each so-called Constant
Memory (CM) outputs a (small) constant value to be routed to the FUs that need
constant operands. The constant to be generated each cycle needs to be “configured” as
well. Alternative solutions for storing constants exist, such as pre-loading them into
RFs or accessing them from local RAMs connected to FUs. Those alternatives are not
targeted in this article, however.
Switching from VLIW to CGRA mode takes a couple of cycles. Data are passed from
non-loop to loop code via the central RF and the memories that the Load/Store (LD/ST)
units can access in both modes [Jang et al. 2011; De Sutter et al. 2010].
An important aspect of ADRES is the heterogeneity supported by the architecture
template, as shown in Figure 1(b). Per individual FU, a designer can customize the
pipeline depth, the number and widths of operands, as well as support for custom
instructions such as SIMD and application-specific instruction set extensions, and for
generic Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU), Multiplication (MUL), and LD/ST operations. For
each RF, the number of registers, their width, and the number of read and write ports
have to be chosen. For each CM, the width of the supported constants has to be decided.
All connections among the FUs, RFs, CMs, and MUXs can be specified individually
and pipeline latches can be placed anywhere in the interconnect network to obtain
the best combination of static schedule lengths and clock frequency, and to trade off
performance and energy consumption. Numerous design exploration experiments have
demonstrated that it is useful to explore all of these forms of heterogeneity [Mei et al.
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Fig. 2. Code example and its DDG. Operations in the DDG are annotated with the line number, live-in/liveout registers are annotated with the corresponding variable name.

2008; Lambrechts et al. 2009; Novo et al. 2009; Oh et al. 2009] and hence to consider
support for heterogeneity when designing or evaluating code generation techniques.
2.1. Code Generation Based on Simulated Annealing

Almost simultaneously with ADRES itself, its inventors published compiler techniques
implemented in a compiler named DRESC [Mei et al. 2002, 2003]. Following multiple
improvements over several years [De Sutter et al. 2008], DRESC still generates (close
to) the best quality code, albeit at very long compilation times.
DRESC’s modulo scheduler maps a Data Dependence Graph (DDG) representation
of the loop body onto a Routing Resource Graph (RRG) representation of the CGRA. An
example of such a DDG is depicted for its corresponding source code in Figure 2. The
DDGs nodes represent operations (yellow ovals), constant operands (purple squares),
and live-in and live-out registers (orange ovals). The latter are registers through which
variables’ values are passed from the VLIW mode (that executes the code before and
after the loop) to the CGRA mode (that executes the loop iterations) and back. The DDG
edges model data dependencies. The RRG is a directed graph representation borrowed
from FPGA P&R techniques [Ebeling et al. 1995]. In the RRG, each hardware resource
is modelled with a node or set of nodes in every cycle. RRG edges model connections
between these resources. Edges in the RRG from a node in one cycle to a node n cycles
later model that the resource at the tail of the edge has a latency of n cycles. Each DDG
node corresponding to an operation, live-in/out register, or constant is placed on an
RRG node of the corresponding type in some cycle of the schedule. The DDG edges are
mapped, or routed, onto so-called nets through the RRG, that is, they are routed over
RRG paths containing nodes that model MUXs, latches, FU and RF ports, registers in
the RFs, and so on. An advantage of DRESC’s approach is its support for heterogeneity:
By adding additional nodes that model virtual hardware resources to the RRG and by
connecting them appropriately, a wide range of FUs, RFs, and interconnect designs can
be modelled as discussed in literature [Mei et al. 2002; De Sutter et al. 2008].
Compilers like DRESC invoke a modulo scheduler at increasing Initiation Intervals
(IIs) until they find a valid schedule. Lower IIs are better because in a modulo schedule
with some II, a new iteration of the loop body is initiated every II cycles. In such a
schedule, an operation placed on a resource in some cycle c occupies that resource in
all cycles c for which c mod II = c mod II. To model this during the scheduling, the
RRG is augmented with concepts borrowed from modulo reservation tables [Lam 1988;
Rau 1994] into a so-called modulo RRG or MRRG. The Minimum Initiation Interval
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(MII) is determined by the recurrent data dependencies in the loop and by the number
of computational resources required by the loop relative to the resources available in
the CGRA. MII is computed as MAX(RecMII, ResMII). RecMII is the minimal schedule
length of the largest recurrent data dependency chain in the loop’s DDG. ResMII is
the minimal number of cycles needed to get enough FU slots to schedule all the loop’s
FU operations. The MII puts a lower bound on the obtainable II. Hence the compiler
performs its first modulo scheduling attempt for an II value of MII.
Per the attempt at some II, DRESC first starts with generating a randomized, invalid
schedule that overuses resources. In this initial schedule, multiple DDG nodes can be
placed on the same MRRG node and multiple DDG edges can be routed over the same
MRRG nodes. For that reason, generating those schedules is easy and done very quickly.
An MRRG node is overused n − 1 times if it is used for n DDG nodes or edges.
Then an iterative repair phase starts, in which the compiler tries to replace operations, that is, move them from one node in the MRRG to another, until all overuse of
nodes is eliminated and a valid schedule is obtained. To find good replacements for an
operation, the compiler tries several randomly selected new places, of which it selects
the one with the lowest routing cost. A place’s routing cost includes the sum of the
overuses of all nodes on the nets used to route the incoming and outgoing DDG edges
of the operation being replaced. For each place, the cheapest nets are determined with
a cheapest path router that also includes overuse in its cost function. So from all tried
replacements, the place is selected that reduces the total overuse of all MRRG nodes
the most. When the total overuse reaches zero, a valid schedule is found. When it does
not reach zero, and the tried replacements make no more progress towards zero, the
attempt is aborted, and the scheduler tries again at a higher II. To avoid that the
overuse minimization gets trapped in local minima, Simulated Annealing (SA) is used.
This approach suffers from two major drawbacks. First, it is terribly slow. The cheapest path algorithm that forms the inner loop is executed so many times that even generating code for a single loop can take minutes and even tens of minutes. Second, the
approach has quite a high chance of not finding the best schedules. In order to avoid
an explosion in the number of cheapest routes to be computed, DRESC only considers
one DDG operation for replacement at a time. In other words, each individual replacement of an operation needs to be accepted by the SA algorithm. When at some point
during the SA a lower total overuse can only be reached by replacing a whole group
of operations from one side of the CGRA to another, DRESC will still get stuck in a
local minimum. Whether or not that happens depends on the seed used to initialize the
Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) used by DRESC to generate the initial
randomized schedule. So to ensure that the compiler misses no valid schedules at low
IIs, the user has to re-invoke the scheduler with different random seeds. Alternatively,
the user can invoke multiple attempts in parallel. But since even a single attempt to
generate a valid schedule is slow, this will still not yield fast compilation.
2.2. List Schedulers

As a faster alternative, several list schedulers have been developed for ADRES-like
architectures. They also try to generate valid schedules at increasing IIs, but, like
traditional list schedulers, they start each scheduling attempt with an empty schedule,
in which they then iteratively place operations one by one. They route dependencies
as soon as both involved nodes are placed and never introduce any overuse. Most list
schedulers feature no or minimal backtracking. This allows them to be fast, but it can
also prevent them from finding the best schedules because it is quite common to make
wrong placement decisions early that only much later turn out to cause problems.
Edge-centric Modulo Scheduler (EMS) and its successor, Recurrence cycle Aware
Modulo Scheduler (RAMS), are two routing-based list schedulers [Park et al. 2008; Oh
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Fig. 3. Pipelined interconnects of our multimedia (left) and SDR (right) CGRAs.

et al. 2009]. Suppose the n nodes in a DDG are numbered from 1 to n in the order in
which the list scheduler’s priority function will try to place them in the schedule. Each
time a node i from the DDG is to be placed, these schedulers determine the set PPi
of all potential places to which all data dependencies from the already-placed nodes
Ai = {1, . . . , i − 1} to node i can still be routed over the set NRi of resources not reserved
yet. The set PPi is typically bound by the type of operation of node i and its ALAP and
ASAP (As Soon/Late As Possible) times that bound the cycles in the static schedule in
which the operation can be placed. From PPi the scheduler then picks the one place
that minimizes the cost of routing those dependencies to node i.
While scheduling node i and routing its dependencies from nodes in Ai , the cost Ci, j
of using a resource j reflects the estimated impact the reservation of j for i will have on
future opportunities to find valid places for the nodes in Pi = {i +1, . . . , n} that will need
to be placed later and on the future opportunities to find valid routes for dependencies
from already placed nodes in Ai to yet-to-be-placed nodes in Pi . In other words, the Ci, j
is an estimate of the importance to keep resource j available for nodes in Pi , given the
placement of nodes in Ai . For example, consider a situation in which an ALU operation
i is being placed, Pi contains three LD/ST operations, and only three FU slots remain
available in the schedule for executing those three LD/ST operations. Those three slots
will be assigned a large cost to try to avoid that ALU operation i occupies them.
The P&R performed by these list schedulers can hence be summarized as a process
that tries to look ahead to ensure that all operations in Pi not scheduled yet and all
data dependencies not routed yet will find a valid place and net in the future. Park
et al. presented a set of cost functions ranging from very simple to quite complex to be
aggregated into Ci, j for EMS. Those cost functions were reused in RAMS.
While being one to two orders of magnitude faster than DRESC, these schedulers
still require multiple seconds to generate code for a non-trivial loop. The reason is
that Ci+1, j = Ci, j for most j because Pi+1 = Pi , Ai+1 = Ai , and Ri+1 = Ri . In other
words, after every placement of a node i, considerable effort is needed to recompute the
different cost functions’ contributions to Ci+1, j for all relevant j. As a result, there is
still a lot of room, and a need, for improving the existing routing-based list schedulers.
The main differences between EMS and RAMS are their priority functions and
backtracking strategies. RAMS clusters nodes in recurrence cycles in the DDG and
tries to place cluster by cluster, assigning higher priority to clusters whose recurrence
lengths are dominant, that is, closest to the II being attempted. The reason is that,
by definition, all nodes in a recurrence cycle in the DDG need to be placed within a
window of at most I I cycles in the schedule [Llosa et al. 2001]. Those nodes are hence
most constrained and are therefore scheduled as soon as their predecessors (i.e., the
so-called incoming tree of the recurrence cycle) have been scheduled. For RAMS, code
qualities similar to those of DRESC are reported, and even slightly better.
EMS and RAMS are evaluated on CGRAs described more at the abstraction level of
Figure 1(a) than that of Figure 1(b). For example, the insertion of pipeline latches in the
interconnect (as exemplified in Figure 3) is not mentioned in those articles, while their
importance is clear from several design experiments [De Sutter et al. 2013; Mei et al.
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2008; Kim et al. 2005; Lambrechts 2009]. Moreover, with the exception of some FUs
supporting more instruction classes than others and different classes of distributed
RFs, EMS is evaluated on rather homogeneous CGRAs. The target used to evaluate
RAMS shows only a bit more heterogeneity, as Oh et al. also present an architecture
improvement in the form of dedicated, heterogeneously connected RFs.
Several years after EMS and RAMS were published, Kim et al. identified some
supposed shortcomings with respect to those algorithms’ scheduling of mutually dependent recurrence cycles in a DDG [Kim et al. 2012]. As an extension, they presented
the Strongly Connected Components-based Modulo Scheduler (SCCMS). On top of clustering recurrence cycles, SCCMS detects the SCCs that identify mutually dependent
clusters and takes them into account in its priority functions. Kim et al. claim to generate much better code than RAMS as a result, with some loops being up to a factor
3.5 faster. They also claim to be able to schedule more loops in the first place, because
SCCMS allegedly does not deadlock when RAMS sometimes does. These results are
obtained only for pathological loops that feature some properties that make them hard
to schedule for RAMS but that would pose no problems for DRESC. In fact, in our years
of experience with DRESC, we never observed any loop being scheduled at an II that
comes even close to 3.5 times the lower bound of the loop’s II, that is, the loop’s MII.
Before EMS and RAMS were proposed, the same research group proposed a technique called Modulo Graph Embedding (MGE) [Park et al. 2006]. MGE uses similar
heuristics (and cost functions) as the routing-based schedulers for finding good places
for operations, but it uses a simplified resource model that only supports dedicated
point-to-point connections. It, hence, does not support the type of ADRES instances
targeted in this article, which include shared connections.
Several other graph-based schedulers have been proposed that build heavily simplified resource graphs to model the CGRA [Yoon et al. 2008; Hamzeh et al. 2012, 2013;
Chen and Mitra 2014]. Using different customized algorithms to find limited forms of
sub-graph isomorphisms between a loop’s DDG and the architecture resource graph,
these schedulers can generate schedules very quickly. However, the limitation to certain forms of sub-graph isomorphisms can result in significantly lower code quality.
Moreover, the simplified resource graphs cannot express many kinds of heterogeneity
and features, such as varying places of latches in the CGRA. So these publications only
consider rather homogeneous CGRA designs, in which only the supported instruction
classes vary per FU. Some algorithms even seem to rely on the (in our view unrealistic)
assumption that all operations have the same latency [Hamzeh et al. 2012, 2013].
In 2013, Kim et al. presented a Fast Modulo Scheduler (FMS) in which the generic
NP-hard problem of modulo scheduling for CGRAs becomes tractable by imposing the
constraint of following pre-calculated patternized rules [Kim et al. 2013]. As expected,
the compilation times are improved by several orders of magnitude, at the cost of
code quality (−30% compared to EMS). Through its use of patternized rules, FMS is
by construction limited to mostly homogeneous CGRAs. Lee et al. present an integer
linear programming approach and a quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm, both
applied after an initial list scheduling [Lee et al. 2011]. Their mapping algorithms adopt
high-level synthesis techniques combined with loop unrolling and software pipelining.
They also target homogeneous targets.
3. BIMODAL MODULO SCHEDULER

Like EMS, RAMS, and SCCMS, the BMS is a routing-based list scheduler. It differs from
the others in four fundamental ways: (i) the supported forms of backtracking, (ii) the
priority function that determines in which order nodes are selected to be scheduled,
(iii) the (mixed) use of backward and forward routing, and (iv) the used cost functions.
The BMS gets its name from the fact that for each attempted II, the scheduler is
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Fig. 4. High-level overview of the BMS scheduling algorithm.

invoked in two modes if necessary. This is shown in Figure 4. The outer loop iterates
over increasing IIs. The inner loop can be invoked at most twice, that is, once per mode.
In the first, fast mode, simple cost functions are used. For most loops, this mode is
successful. If not, then the scheduler is invoked again at the same II in the accurate
mode, which is much slower due to its use of more accurate cost functions but which
sometimes finds a valid schedule at an II for which the fast mode failed.
3.1. Scheduling Order

3.1.1. Clustering Recurrence Cycles. Recurrence cycles in a DDG result from loop-carried
dependencies. The DDG on the right of Figure 2 shows three recurrence cycles corresponding to the three loop-carried dependencies on i, j, and k drawn with dashed arcs.
A fourth recurrence cycle (the second for i) is drawn on the top right of the DDG. This
recurrence cycle follows from the fact that the loop control is actually converted to i2 =
i + 1; if (i < 512) i = i2 ; else break;
As mentioned before, the placement of the nodes in recurrence cycles is more constrained than that of other nodes. So as soon as one node in a recurrence cycle is
placed, it severely constrains the placement of the other nodes in the cycle. Similarly to
what other authors of list schedulers have already proposed, we therefore prioritize the
scheduling of nodes in recurrences. We therefore group the nodes into clusters (step 1
in Figure 4). Each cluster corresponds to a recurrence cycle and by scheduling these
clusters first (steps 2 and 3). Overall, the strategy is to schedule a cluster as soon as all
its predecessors in the DDG (i.e., the cluster’s incoming tree) have been scheduled. This
also imposes an order on clusters when one of them is part of another one’s incoming
tree.
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Our clustering algorithm creates two kinds of clusters: simple clusters, like clusters
3 and 4 in the DDG of Figure 2, and so-called super clusters, like cluster 1-2 in Figure 2.
Super clusters consist of multiple recurrence cycles with a shared header node. The
reason for grouping such recurrence cycles into super clusters is that their single
common header imposes strict ASAP/ALAP bounds on all of their nodes combined, as
they all need to be scheduled within one window of II cycles. In order to maximize the
chance of finding valid places for all those nodes, we need to avoid scheduling one cycle
completely after the other and instead schedule their nodes together in an order based
on priority features such as those nodes’ ALAP-ASAP slack. When a node other than
a cycle’s header node is shared between multiple recurrence cycles, we assign it to one
of them instead of grouping their nodes in a super cluster.
3.1.2. Mutually Dependent Clusters. Two or more clusters (be it simple or super clusters)
are mutually dependent on each other if there are dependencies from one cluster to the
other and vice versa. In Figure 2, clusters 3 and 4 are mutually dependent because of
the dependencies through nodes MUL11 and MUL12 .
Nodes in mutually dependent clusters need to get higher priority than nodes in
other clusters: A poor decision for the placement of a node during the scheduling
of its containing cluster can make the scheduling of another cluster impossible and
thus make the whole scheduling attempt fail. Pro-actively avoiding such failures as
first proposed with the EMS scheduler [Park et al. 2008] often does not work well.
So a scheduler strategy that aborts a scheduling attempt at some II upon the first
failure to place a node will miss many opportunities for generating good schedules. This
issue was already observed by the authors of EMS, and as a solution they proposed
RAMS. However, RAMS’ strategy (i.e., immediately replacing all clusters in a group
with mutual dependencies when one of them fails to be scheduled) can also lead to
suboptimal results, because it still neglects some placement options.
To avoid (at least part of) those unnecessary failures, we propose cluster-level backtracking with Algorithm 1. This algorithm implements node 2 of the flow-chart of
Figure 4. It is applied to each group of mutually dependent clusters. Per group, the
initialization (line 1) orders the clusters according to the length of their longest recurrence cycle. The center of the algorithm is the call to ScheduleClusterAndIntraTree on
line 9. This first tries to schedule all nodes in a cluster ci given an already determined
placement of the cluster’s header node. Before trying to find a schedule for ci on line 9,
the call to ScheduleRemainingIncomingTree on line 6 first schedules all nodes in the
incoming tree of ci that are not dependent on nodes in clusters c j with j > i. This
allows ScheduleClusterAndIntraTree to take into account the placement of as many
as possible nodes in ci ’s incoming tree. An invariant at line 9 is that all clusters c j with
j < i have been scheduled, while all clusters c j with j > i remain to be scheduled later.
Inside ScheduleClusterAndIntraTree, once a valid placement is found for all nodes in
the cluster ci , the scheduler also tries to schedule additional nodes in the dependence
tree between the just scheduled cluster ci and the other clusters in the group. An attempt to place a node in that intra-tree is made as soon as all of the node’s predecessors
have been placed.
Whenever the algorithm tries to schedule a cluster ci and part of the intra-tree
of the group, it will attempt this for all valid header placements (in a reasonable
window, see the end of this section) by iterating over lines 5–10 for the same i until
ScheduleClusterAndIntraTree reports success or until all valid placements for the
cluster header have been tried. In the case of success, i is incremented on line 12 to let
the algorithm start the scheduling of the next cluster ci+1 or, if there is no next cluster
left, to report overall success (line 20). In the case of failure, that is, when all schedule
attempts for ci at different header placements have failed, the algorithm backtracks
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ALGORITHM 1: Scheduling n Mutually Dependent Recurrence Clusters at Some I I
Input: Group G of n mutually dependent clusters, value I I to attempt schedule
1 C = [c1 , . . . , cn] = clusters sorted in decreasing recurrence cycle length
2 foreach cluster ci do
3
T riedHeader Placements[ci ] ← ∅
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

i←1
while i ≤ n do
ScheduleRemainingIncomingTree(ci ,I I)
pos ← NextValidHeaderPosition(ci , T riedHeader Placements[ci ], I I)
if pos = NIL then
success ← ScheduleClusterAndIntraTree( pos, ci , I I)
T riedHeader Placements[ci ] ← T riedHeader Placements[ci ] ∪ { pos}
if success then
i ←i+1
else
T riedHeader Placements[ci ] ← ∅
if i > 1 then
UnscheduleClusterAndIntraTree(ci−1 , I I)
i ←i−1
else
return Failure
return Success

on lines 14–17. On line 14, all attempts tried for the current ci are forgotten to give
the greatest possible schedule freedom to potential later scheduling re-attempts for
ci . In case there exists a previously scheduled cluster ci−1 , this cluster is unscheduled
(line 16), together with the intra-cluster nodes that were scheduled in between ci+1 and
ci . Finally, i is decremented to let the while loop continue with the valid next header
position for ci−1 , if any remain.
For the example of Figure 2, Algorithm 1 is first applied on the group consisting of
super cluster 1-2, because that cluster is part of the incoming tree of the clusters 3 and
4 in the other group. Next, the algorithm would be applied on the group consisting of
clusters 3 and 4. A trace of that application might look like this:
(1) The incoming tree of cluster 3 is already scheduled, so nothing is done on line 6.
(2) The nodes of cluster 3 are scheduled on line 9, with its header placed in pos (i.e.,
a register x and cycle y in the central RF) as determined on line 7. This means
that the value of variable j is available in a central register from the cycle y until
cycle y + I I − 1, at which time it is overwritten by the updated value of j.
(3) Still on line 9, MUL12 is placed by routing the dependency from ADD9 .
(4) Iterating over lines 7–10 but never succeeding, the scheduler tries to place cluster
4 at a range of header positions.
(5) All attempts for cluster 4 for the current position of cluster 3 are forgotten on
line 14, and cluster 3 and node MUL12 are removed from the schedule on line 16.
(6) The nodes of cluster 3 are again scheduled on line 9, with its header placed in a
new position pos determined on line 7.
(7) Node MUL12 is placed again on line 9, possibly in another position than in step 3.
(8) The nodes of cluster 4 are now all scheduled on line 9.
(9) Still on line 9, MUL11 is placed by routing the dependency from ADD10 , after
which its other dependencies are routed as well, incl. the one to ADD11 .
(10) The algorithm ends successfully.
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By means of more backtracking, this algorithm tries more combinations of header
positions than EMS and RAMS. This helps in finding better schedules for some loops.
Whereas the backtracking may seem exhaustive, we limit its search space in practice:
The routine invoked on line 7 only returns cycles in a window of length 2 · I I. Resources
are reserved in a modulo reservation table with modulus I I, and, except for trivial
loops, routing data from any point in the CGRA to any other point can typically be
done within I I cycles. So when all attempts to place a header in a window of length
2 · I I and to find a schedule for its cluster have failed, it is typically of no use to look
any further.
3.1.3. Multiple Priority Functions, Forward and Backward Routing. Algorithm 1 determines
the order in which sets of nodes (incoming trees, intra-trees, and recurrence cycles) are
scheduled. It does not determine the order of the nodes within those sets.
Nodes outside recurrence cycles are scheduled in the routines invoked on lines 6
and 9 of the Algorithm 1. Each of those two routines places those nodes in topological
order. This is similar to EMS, RAMS, and other list schedulers.
For the nodes in a recurrence cycle, the EMS and RAMS heuristics try to schedule
the cycle’s nodes in a forward manner. For example, applied to cluster 3 of the DDG
in Figure 2, they would first place ADD9 by routing its dependency starting from the
already placed header REG j . Next, they would place ADD11 by routing the dependency
starting at the place of ADD9 . Finally, they would try to route the dependency from
ADD11 back to REG j , that is, to a write port of the RF in which j is stored.
During our research, we observed that this order often yields suboptimal results. To
understand why, it is important to consider that, unlike in Figure 2, many loops feature
header nodes with many outgoing dependencies, of which only one or few are typically
on the critical path of the recurrence cycle. When a header node is placed on a register
in the central RF in some cycle y (on line 9 of Algorithm 1), the scheduler essentially
decides that the value of the register will remain constant (and hence available for all
outgoing dependencies of the header) from cycle y to cycle y+ I I −1. While the outgoing
dependencies of a header can be routed starting at that register’s RRG node in any of
the cycles from y to y + I I − 1, the header’s incoming edge needs to be routed to arrive
exactly in cycle y + I I − 1.
For that reason, and in addition to most architectures featuring fewer write ports
than read ports to the central RF, the header’s incoming edge is much more constrained.
Routing that edge first improves the chance of finding a valid schedule, in particular for
lengthy recurrence cycles. The BMS therefore places the nodes in recurrence cycles in
a reverse order, that is, in the opposite order of the one presented for EMS and reused
for RAMS. In doing so, the BMS also routes the dependencies backwards. For cluster
3 of our example DDG in Figure 2, the invocation of ScheduleClusterAndIntraTree on
line 9 of Algorithm 1 will first place ADD11 by finding the cheapest backwards route
starting from a central RF write port selected when the header REG j was placed. Next,
it will place ADD9 by finding the cheapest backwards route starting from the input
ports of the FU on which ADD11 was placed. Finally, the edge from REG j to ADD9 will
be routed.
3.1.4. Placing and Routing Constant Nodes. So far, we have not discussed when or how
the constant operand nodes are placed onto CMs. To the best of our knowledge, other
articles presenting list schedulers do not discuss the placement of constants at all,
that is, neither the hardware approach to store constants nor the supporting compiler
techniques are discussed. For our designs with CMs, we observed that unless a CGRA
is bloated with wide CMs all over the array, the constant operands found in many
DSP kernels, such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) butterfly operands and Finite
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Impulse Response (FIR) filter tap values, can easily become the critical nodes that
the scheduler needs to get absolutely right. Moreover, as such loops typically contain
many small constants (used for, among others, memory indexing), as well as many
large values (the butterfly operands and the tap values), significant power and area
reductions can be obtained by not bloating the architecture with wide CMs but by using
heterogeneous, scarcer ones instead, as shown in the example of Figure 1(b).
To get the allocation of constants to CMs right, the BMS deploys four new heuristics:
(1) Each constant operand gets a separate node in the DDG. This allows the scheduler
to place all of them independently, even if the operands of multiple instructions
happen to have the same value.
(2) Constant memories can be overused by multiple constant operands with the same
value, and so can all resources used in nets from constant operands to their operations. This allows the scheduler to reuse resources for multiple identical constant
operands when this is beneficial.
(3) Constant operands are placed right after their operation is placed by finding a
backward route from that operation’s FU to a constant memory. This ensures that
as few as possible resources are used to route constant operands to their operations.
(4) In fact, the placement of the constant operand of an operation during the scheduling
of clusters and trees on lines 6 and 9 is treated as if it is an integral part of the
placement of the operation itself. This shows in two ways. First, as Section 3.2.1
will discuss, the availability of close-by and wide-enough constant memories is
taken into account when trying to find a place for the operation. For example, in
the example DDG of Figure 2, the availability of a close-by CMs for constant value
2 becomes part of the cost function used to find the cheapest backward route from
the place of ADD11 to potential places for ADD9 . Second, if, after the successful
placement of the operation the placement of the constant operation fails, then the
algorithm backtracks and searches for another place for the operation rather than
immediately returning failure for the incoming tree or for the cluster at one of its
header’s positions.
3.2. Bimodal Cost Functions

Before a DDG node is placed on the MRRG, the scheduler computes so-called routing
costs for all the MRRG nodes. In Algorithm 1, this computation is embedded in the
routines invoked on lines 6, 7, and 9. As first proposed in EMS, these routing costs are
then used to find the best place by finding the cheapest route to a suitable place. The
routing cost functions are designed with two goals in mind. First, the goal is to minimize
the number of hardware resources used for each placed/routed DDG node/edge. This
naturally keeps resources available for the P&R of later nodes and edges. Second, we try
to avoid future P&R failures proactively by penalizing the allocation of resources that
might block future routes and by trying to reserve scarce resources (in heterogeneous
CGRAs) for expensive operations, that is, operations that need scarce resources.
Not surprisingly, the routing cost functions in the BMS are inspired by those in
EMS. We do propose some significant changes, however, in several directions. Most
importantly, we simplify the most complex, computation-intensive cost function term
to reduce compilation times. On top of that, we propose two alternative modes for that
cost function term computation, of which one is orders of magnitude faster. Last but not
least, we compensate the loss in quality following from that simplification by adapting
the other cost function terms without significantly increasing their complexity.
3.2.1. Goal 1: Minimizing the Used Resources. To guide the scheduler into minimizing the
number of resources allocated during each P&R of a node, EMS’ authors proposed to
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use two cost terms per resource in their resource reservation table. We use the same
cost terms but assign them to nodes in the MRRG instead.
The first cost is a static cost Cstatic . Each node gets a positive static cost, such that,
all other things being equal, the P&R will favour routes that occupy fewer resources.
The second cost is a so-called affinity cost Caf f , which EMS actually reused from
MGE. When the scheduler tries to find an FU in the MRRG to place some DDG node a,
of which neighbouring operations in the DDG have already been placed, this cost term
makes FUs in the neighbourhood of the already placed ones cheaper.
The affinity value of a pair of operations (a, a ) in a DDG reflects their proximity in
the DDG and is calculated with Equation (1). num cons(a, a , d) denotes the number of
common consumers of a and a at distance d in the DDG, at a maximum distance of
max dist. If we denote the set of already placed nodes with A, the MRRG node occupied
by the placed node a as place(a ), and the distance in hops between two MRRG nodes
with dist, then the affinity cost Caf f (a, n) of an MRRG FU node n for the placement of
a is as shown in Equation (2):


affinity(a, a ) =

max
dist


2max dist−d · num cons(a, a , d),

d=1

Caff (n, a) =



a ∈A:affinity(a,a )>0

distance(n, place(a ))
.
affinity(a, a )

(1)
(2)

Consider the example of Figure 2 again, and the second-to-last step of the compilation, when only MUL11 remains to be placed. To find a good place, the router will try
to find the cheapest route from the FU node occupied by ADD10 to an FU node that
can execute a MUL. Since MUL11 has high affinity with ADD11 , MRRG nodes in the
immediate neighbourhood of the FU node occupied by ADD11 will get a low affinity
cost, while nodes far away will get a higher affinity cost. This way, the cheapest path
that the router is trying to find to route the dependency from ADD10 to MUL11 will
already be steered into the direction of ADD11 , in an effort to reduce the future resource
consumption when the dependency from MUL11 to ADD11 will be routed later.
As already stated, the authors of EMS and RAMS pay no attention to constant
operands and possible heterogeneity of CMs. The discussed affinity cost, reused directly
from the EMS, does nothing towards finding good allocations for constant operands.
Given that the BMS places constant operand nodes after their operations, the discussed
affinity cost cannot avoid placements far away from needed CMs, and hence it can
easily lead to problematic schedule decisions, as we observed for DSP kernels with
many different constants, such as FFTs, Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCTs), and FIR
filters. Going back to the example of Figure 2, the problem is that when an operation
with a constant operand is placed on the top right FU, the constant operand stored in
one of the memories can only be routed to that top right FU through one of the bottom
FUs. In that case, one of those bottom FUs will be occupied for one cycle simply to route
data, thus preventing the FU from performing useful computations instead.
To prevent such bad placements as much as possible, we propose to complement
the existing affinity cost with a so-called constant affinity costCconst af f . For routing
dependencies to operations with a constant operand (FU, cycle), slots in the MRRG
get a constant affinity cost that is inversely proportional to the availability of suitable
(CM, cycle) slots in their neighbourhood. The “neighbourhood” of an FU in this context
is defined as all CMs that are connected directly to the FU, that is, without needing
to go through another FU. A CM is suitable if it is wide enough to store the constant.
A CM is considered available in cycle yc for some FU in cycle yo if the path from the
CM to the FU takes exactly yo − yc cycles, and if the CM is (1) either not yet occupied
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in cycle yc or (2) if it is already occupied with the same constant. Furthermore, the
constant affinity cost depends on the scarcity of unoccupied CM slots and on the future
demand for them: When more and more different constant operands still remain to be
placed in the future, and when fewer CM slots remain available, the constant affinity
cost associated with unoccupied CM slots becomes higher, while the cost associated
with CMs already occupied with the same constant value becomes lower. This way,
the scheduler proactively tries to aim for resource sharing for constant operands when
useful, but it does not enforce resource sharing when its not necessary.
Equation (3) defines Cconst af f (n, a, c), the cost term for the FU node n in the MRRG
when trying to place an operation a from the DDG with a constant operand with value
c. c takes the value NIL for an operation with no constant operand. NCM(n) denotes
the set of neighbouring CMs of FU MRRG node n. RM (c) represents the number of
available CMs that are wide enough to store c. If, while trying to place any node on
the MRRG, RM (c) becomes zero for any as-yet unplaced c, then the scheduler considers
that placement attempt a failure, and it will abort its scheduling attempt or backtrack.
So whenever the Cconst af f (n, a, c) needs to be computed for an as-yet unplaced c, RM (c)
is strictly positive. Cd is the number of constant nodes with distinct values still to be
placed, and Ca is the total number of all constant nodes still to be placed. The factor2
in the third case of the equation was determined experimentally. Cd + 2Ca models the
constant memory pressure; the factor 2 proved to give the best results:
⎧
if c = NIL ∧ ∃m ∈ NCM(n) : m already stores c
⎨0
if c = NIL ∧ !∃m ∈ NCM(n) : m is available for c.
(3)
Cconst af f (n, a, c) = ∞
⎩ Cd +2Ca otherwise
RM (c)
3.2.2. Goal 2: Reserving Critical Resources. Similarly to EMS, the BMS tries to reserve
critical MRRG nodes by making them more expensive when the probability of needing
them for future routes increases. A completely accurate calculation of this probability
and its mapping to a probability cost is complex to calculate. So, instead, we aim for an
approximation. We observed that the approximation in EMS is very accurate but also
time-consuming. For that reason, we propose to adapt the EMS cost functions and to
extend them. In line with EMS, we consider two forms of probability costs.

Expensive Resource Costs. This first form relates to heterogeneity. When some resource is scarcer than other resources, and when the demand for that resource is high,
it needs to be reserved for operations that really need that resource. So for any FU
that supports more types of operations than other FUs, such as FUs that can execute
LD/ST or MUL operations on top of standard ALU operations, we consider an expensive
resource cost as expressed by Equation (4). EOP(n) denotes the set of all expensive
instructions in the instruction set supported by the FU n. Furthermore, O(i) denotes
the number of as-yet unplaced DDG operations of type i, and RF (i) denotes the number
of FU slots that are still available in the modulo schedule for executing that type of
operation. These cost function terms are borrowed directly from EMS.

O(i)
.
(4)
Cexp(n) =
RF (i)
i∈EOP(n)

On top of these terms, however, the BMS also considers expensive resource costs
that do not reflect the scarcity of appropriate FUs per se but instead reflect their role
in routing dependencies to and from the central RF. Many loops feature many live-in
variables, such as multiple base addresses and induction variables. As those variables
are placed in the central RF, and both the connections to the central RF and the
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FUs directly connected to the central RF become scarce resources simply because of
their position in the CGRA. So we propose to add two more expensive routing resource
costs.
The first one is Cexp route P (n) = OP /RP . This cost is computed for MMRG nodes that
model read and write ports to the central RF. For other nodes it is set to zero. For such
read/write port nodes, OP is the number of outgoing/incoming edges of register nodes
in the DDG still to be routed, and RP is the number of read/write ports still available
in the schedule. With this cost, the scheduler avoids unnecessary uses of these ports
when they are under high demand. The second cost function is Cexp route F (n) = OF /RF .
This cost function is only computed for FU nodes in the MRRG that are connected
directly to the central RF’s read and write ports. OF is the number of as-yet unplaced
FU operations that are directly connected to register nodes in the DDG. RF is the
number of slots in the schedule in which FUs directly connected to the central RF are
still available. This cost function helps the scheduler reserve FUs close to the central
RF for operations that can benefit from being placed there.
Probability Routing Costs. The second form of probability costs relates to already
placed nodes from the DDG. When the tail or head node of a dependency is already
placed, but the dependency is not routed yet because the other node is not placed yet,
we know where the routing of that dependency will start. In the remainder of this
section, we refer to such dependencies as half-placed dependencies.
Knowing the possible places where the target operation of the half-placed dependencies might still be placed in the future, we can compute which resources will be more
likely needed for routing the dependencies and which ones will not be needed (likely).
To try to avoid that resources are consumed that need to be reserved for later routing,
we hence at all times assign a probability routing cost to all MRRG nodes.
As the probability that some resource will be needed for later routing depends on
the already-placed nodes, the associated cost needs to be recomputed after every P&R
decision. As proposed by the authors of EMS, the probabilities can be computed accurately by pre-computing all possible routes for all half-placed dependencies to all
possible places for their nodes still to be placed and by deriving, for each node in
the MRRG, the likelihood that at least one route will occupy the node. Such an
accurate estimation is time-consuming, however, and it needs to be executed very
frequently.
For this reason we propose to replace the EMS probability cost function by two novel
ones, corresponding to two modes that require much less computation time. These are
used in the fast resp. accurate modes that were introduced before.
The Fast Mode. Per half-placed dependency, this mode traverses the MRRG starting
from the placed node until entry nodes to either a suitable FU (for the operation
still to be placed) or any RF are reached within a static, narrow search window. The
traversal moves forward/backward when the producing/consuming node of the halfplaced dependency was already placed.
The probability cost is then evenly divided over all the discovered paths. Per MRRG
node, all probability costs thus computed for all half-placed dependencies are then
simply accumulated. Computing the costs per half-open dependency requires only two
straightforward passes over the nodes on the discovered paths in the MRRG, which are
always very short because of the short search window.
The core idea behind this very simple cost function is the assumption that whenever
a route can be found to some RF, in which values can stay anywhere between 0 and
I I − 1 cycles, it will highly likely be possible to route from that RF to a suitable FU
along many possible paths. So the only routes to consider as more likely needed in the
future are those leading directly to a suitable FU and those leading to RFs.
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Fig. 5. Assigning probability costs in the BMS’s two modes.

The algorithms to compute these cost functions are simple enough to be explained
by means of an example. For the sake of clarity, the illustration in Figure 5(a) depicts
a simplified view on the MRRG in the form of a resource reservation table. On the left,
the possible forward paths from two already-placed producer nodes (on FU resources
5 and 7) to some RFs (resources 1, 4, 6, and 9) are enumerated. In the center, costs are
assigned to each node on a found route. For each already-placed node, there is a starting
cost of 100. Whenever a route diverges into multiple ones, the assigned costs are simply
distributed equally. On the right, the costs for the two half-open dependencies are
aggregated by means of summation. The aggregated costs, for all yet-to-be-routed halfopen dependencies form the final costs C prob f ast (n). In this example the search depth
was set to 2 cycles. In practice, the depth is set to 3 to 5 cycles, depending on how many
cycles it takes in the architecture to route a value from one FU to another, that is, how
deeply pipelined the connections in the CGRA are.
The Accurate Mode. This mode simulates real routing attempts for half-placed dependencies. In this mode, the search does not stop at entry nodes to RFs but instead
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Table I. Comparison of the Fast and Accurate Modes of the Bimodal
Probability Cost Function
Mode
Fast
Accurate

Search Window
Static
Dynamic

Forward Depth
static value (3–5)
AS APcons + I I − tprod

Backward Depth
static value (3–5)
AS APprod − tcons

continues until a suitable FU is found or the boundary of the search window is reached.
The depth of the window in this mode is dynamic and linked to the ASAP time of the
unplaced node as shown in Table I, where tprod and tcons denote the times at which
the producer (consumer nodes) are already placed, and AS APcons and AS APprod denote
the ASAP times of the nodes still to be placed.
The accurate mode thus explores different routes for each half-placed dependency,
but the cost distribution among diverging routes is the same as in the fast mode. When
multiple paths converge in some slot, the costs of those paths are simply added up (as is
done, by the way, in the fast mode). This is demonstrated in the top part of Figure 5(a)
where, for example, resource 3 in cycle 5 gets a cost of 37.5 = 25 + 12.5. After repeating
the cost computation for all half-placed dependencies, the costs are now aggregated into
costs C prob acc (n) with a MAX function instead of by summation1 . Figure 5(b) illustrates
the accurate mode for an I I of 2.
3.2.3. Total Cost Function. Per MRRG node, the total cost function consists of a weighted
sum of all discussed cost functions. In this regard, the BMS is identical to EMS and
RAMS.
4. EVALUATION
4.1. Methodology and Experimental Setup

As a measure of code quality, we will use MII/II, the fraction of the theoretically optimal
performance that a scheduler achieves. Higher is better; MII/II=1 for optimal code. We
use this measure for individual loops and for whole programs. In the latter case, MII
and II denote the accumulated MIIs and IIs over all a program’s loops.
In a world where neither the benchmark applications nor the schedulers or CGRA
designs are shared, performing fair comparisons with existing techniques is challenging. Besides the BMS, we only have access to DRESC, so we will only report measured
results for the BMS and DRESC. Any comparison to DRESC poses a problem, however,
because of DRESC’s dependence on PRNG seeds, as explained in Section 2.1. To illustrate the problem, consider the following experiment for any positive integer value n:
First, randomly pick n PRNG seeds. Then compile one loop after the other. For each
loop, try one seed after the other. As soon as a schedule is generated at the loop’s MII,
move on to the next loop, skipping seeds if any remain. For each loop, select the lowest
achieved II. As a metric for code quality, sum up the IIs selected for all loops. As a
metric for compilation time, sum up all compilation times of all executed scheduling
attempts.
Figure 6(a) shows the outcomes of 100 experiments with 100 different random seeds
and with n = 1 for our MPEG benchmark. Both the code quality and the compilation
time vary significantly depending on the seed. Figure 6(b) adds the outcomes of 100
experiments with n = 2. Figure 6(c) adds those for n = 3 and n = 4. Clearly, compilation
time and code quality can be traded off with DRESC by adopting different strategies.
The results of any experiment therefore depend on the amount of “training” that was
1 While the cost values in the example reflect probability percentages to ease human understanding, they
are costs and not probabilities, so the aggregation does not need to be consistent with probability theory.
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Fig. 6. DRESC performance on the MPEG benchmark.

conducted to find good random seeds and on which parts of the compilation strategy
and training are included in the reported compilation times.
No authors ever discussed this aspect, however. Past authors only stated that their
scheduler is x faster than DRESC or than their own (partial) re-implementation of
DRESC and that it produces y better or worse code for some set of benchmarks. It is
not at all clear how to interpret their x and y, however, because it is unclear which
point(s) within all of the DRESC hulls they used as the baseline. In fact, they might
have used a completely different compilation strategy of which the compilation time
and achieved results lay far outside the hulls we measured.
To compare the BMS and DRESC more transparently, we report hulls for DRESC.
For BMS compilation times, we always present the average times of 10 compilations.
We measured the clock-wall compilation time and achieved IIs for DRESC and the
BMS on a single core of an otherwise unloaded Intel Core i7-5930K CPU clocked at
4.2GHz with 15MB L3 Cache and 16GB DDR4 RAM clocked at 2.4GHz.
In addition, we will report compilation times and MII/II results for an oracle version
of DRESC, which we will denote as DRESC∗ . This oracle version is DRESC configured
to deploy the best possible compilation strategy: It is invoked with the best possible
random seeds as obtained from an oracle instead of through time-consuming training
experiments. As such, the results reported for DRESC∗ present an upper bound on the
compilation speeds and code quality that can be achieved with DRESC-like compilers.
We evaluate the BMS and DRESC on three benchmarks that were previously developed at IMEC while doing software-hardware co-design space exploration in the
domains of Multimedia (MM) processing and SDRs. From the MM domain, we map an
MPEG decoder and an H.264 video decoder, totalling 53 loops to be compiled for the
ADRES’ CGRA mode, onto a heterogeneous ADRES instance designed for that domain.
By means of manually tuned loops (including many intrinsics), the benchmarks exploit
the heterogeneous ADRES instance that includes 4×8-bit SIMD and domain-specific instructions, such as clipping operations. Both the benchmarks and the ADRES instance
have already been presented and used in the literature to evaluate DRESC [Mei et al.
2008; De Sutter et al. 2009]. For the SDR domain, we map a collection of 19 manually
tuned DSP kernels onto a 4×4 CGRA optimized for the SDR domain. This is a heterogeneous design that supports 4×16-bit SIMD and several domain-specific instructions
to perform fixed-point complex integer computations. These kernels and this ADRES
instance have also already been presented and used in the literature [Bougard et al.
2008; Novo et al. 2009; Derudder et al. 2009].
The targeted ADRES instances are heterogeneous in several ways. They feature a
central RF that is connected directly to the top CGRA row but indirectly to the lower
rows. Even on the top row, not all FUs have direct access to the central RF. The number
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Fig. 7. Overview of loop sizes, BMS compilation time, and code quality.

of ports to that RF is limited to lower its power consumption, so only three of the four
FUs of the top row are connected directly to input/output ports of the RF. The CGRA
instances feature a limited number of load/store units dispersed throughout the array.
Similarly, they feature a limited number of multiplication units dispersed throughout
the array. Furthermore, some domain-specific instructions have three source operands
instead of two. Those instructions can only be executed on the FUs supporting stores, as
those FUs already feature three source operands ports to accommodate a base address,
an offset, and the actual data of store operations. Moreover, the CGRAs feature constant
memories of variable, reduced word widths to save on power consumption, and the
interconnect between the FUs and the RFs is heterogeneous.
From each of these two existing CGRA instances, which we will denote as variant 0,
we derived three other variations on which we also evaluated the BMS and DRESC.
Variant 1 also incorporates the dedicated RFs proposed by Oh et al. in the article in
which they compared RAMS and HBEMS to DRESC [Oh et al. 2009]. Variant 2 is a
more homogeneous design, in which all constant memories are 32-bits wide, in which
the central RF features enough ports for direct connection to all FUs on the top row of
the CGRA, and in which the interconnect is a homogeneous mesh interconnect. Variant
3 is the more homogeneous design of variant 2 plus the dedicated RFs of Oh et al.
4.2. Experimental Results and Comparison with Different Schedulers

The left chart in Figure 7 visualizes the number of FU operations in each loop’s DDG,
each loop’s MII on the variant 1 CGRA design, and whether each loop is resource-bound
(ResMII>RecMII), recurrence-bound (ResMII<RecMII), or balanced (ResMII=RecMII)
on those CGRAs. For our three benchmarks, the average loop MIIs are 3.76, 4.28,
and 6.31. For the multimedia benchmarks, the minimal MII is 2, and for the SDR
benchmarks it is 3. This is due to the design of our CGRAs’ interconnects as shown in
Figure 3. The latches inserted in those interconnects effectively pipeline the CGRAs’
data paths. They do not impact the IPC significantly because the scheduler uses them
as temporary storage and because most loops remain resource bound, despite their
increased RecMII. The latches have a huge effect on achievable clock speed, however.
The middle and right charts in Figure 7 display the BMS’s compilation times and
code quality. The compilation times scale exponentially with the loop sizes, and the vast
majority of the loops get scheduled at their MII or MII+1. Both scaling trends are in
line with the other schedulers against which we compare the BMS in this evaluation.
Figure 8 reports the overall code quality and compilation times measured for the
BMS, DRESC, and DRESC∗ for the benchmarks compiled for variant 1. Figure 9 reports
the code quality and compilation times measured for the BMS and DRESC∗ for all
four design variants and for the MPEG (M), H.264 (H), and SDR (S) benchmarks.
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Fig. 8. Results of BMS, DRESC, and DRESC∗ when compiling for variant 1.

Fig. 9. MPEG, H.264, and SDR results with the BMS (orange) and DRESC∗ (blue).

Corresponding results are connected to highlight the improvement that the BMS brings
over DRESC∗ .
First, it is clear that the more homogeneous CGRAs are much easier targets: Compilation is much faster, and much higher MII/II values are achieved for variants 2
and 3, with both the BMS and DRESC∗ . Second, it is clear that the BMS outperforms
DRESC∗ both in terms of code quality and compilation speed on all four variants of
the two CGRA designs. Third, the BMS code quality improvements over DRESC∗ are
much more pronounced for the more heterogeneous CGRA designs. On variant 1, the
BMS produces MII/IIs between 0.030 and 0.047 higher than DRESC∗ . For variant 3,
the MII/IIs of the BMS are only between 0.006 and 0.024 higher than those of DRESC∗ .
For variant 1, the BMS produces code between 38× and 74× faster than DRESC∗ . For
variant 3, the speed-up varies between factors 36× and 72x×, averaging at 40×.
To compare the BMS to RAMS and HBEMS, the bottom half of Table II incorporates
all experimental results available from Oh et al. [2009]. The top half of the table
presents the main BMS results in a similar structure to facilitate comparison.
The table combines results for five different CGRA designs. CGRA variants 4 and 5
in this table are the 4 × 4 CGRA instances targeted by Oh et al., with and without the
dedicated RFs that have been mentioned before. While not all details about their designs are publicly available, in terms of homogeneity, variant 4 most closely resembles
variant 3, and variant 5 most closely resembles variant 2.
The table also combines results for 9 different benchmarks. In terms of complexity,
measured in the form of average MII per loop, the 6 benchmarks used by Oh et al. cover
about the same range as the 3 benchmarks we compiled with the BMS. Moreover, we
know that Oh et al. manually tuned their loops, as was done for our loops.
Compilation times are included for three host CPUs, as indicated next to the techniques in the three rightmost columns. CPU 1 is the 4.2GHz Intel Core i7-5930K with
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Table II. BMS Results (Top Half) and RAMS/HBEMS Results from
Oh et al. [2009] (Bottom Half)

15MB of L3 cache on which we ran our main experiments. We re-measured the BMS’s
compilation time on an older CPU 2, a 3.0GHz Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 with 6MB L2
cache, to bridge part of the performance gap between our state-of-the-art CPU 1 and
the older CPU 3 used by Oh et al., about which the only public information is that it
concerns a 2.66GHz Intel Dual-Core Xeon. (The total memory size is mostly irrelevant,
we have never seen a CGRA compiler require more than 30MB to compile a loop.)
Oh et al. essentially used the same DRESC we used. As already explained in Section 4.1, DRESC is the same compiler as DRESC*, the only difference being that
DRESC* denotes the results of invoking DRESC with well-chosen parameters (incl.
random seeds) rather than with a range of parameters that the compiler should explore. As they confirmed to us, the very long compilation times Oh et al. reported for
DRESC-3 in Table II indicate that they also included a significant, but not precisely
described, amount of parameter and random seed exploration in their DRESC measurements. It is therefore no surprise that the code quality results reported for DRESC*
and DRESC on variants 3 and 4, respectively, are similar.
Comparing the results of the more homogeneous CGRA variants 3 and 4, which both
feature the dedicated RFs, it is clear that the BMS is comparable to RAMS in terms of
code quality and compilation speed. With the BMS, we did not observe a code quality
drop when omitting those RFs; however, the drop from variant 3 to 2 and from variant 1
to 0 with the BMS is much smaller than the drop reported by Oh et al. from variant 4 to
5. This is mostly due to the BMS’s use of the novel expensive routing resource costs, as
introduced in Section 3.2.2. Moreover, the BMS is able to improve the results obtained
with DRESC* slightly but also consistently for all variants 0 to 3. By contrast, for
variant 4, RAMS was not able to consistently improve the results reported for DRESC.
Figure 10 shows the results of the only GraphMinor experiment for which code
qualities and compilation times are reported for the 18 loops evaluated in Chen and
Mitra [2014]. This experiment targeted a homogeneous 4 × 4 CGRA without a central
RF, without pipelining latches between the FUs (as implied by some loops having
MI I = 1), and in which all FUs can execute all operations, incl. memory accesses.
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Fig. 10. GraphMinor results for comparison with the BMS results of Figure 7.

Fig. 11. Impact of the BMS’s unique features on scheduling performance.

GraphMinor’s compilation times were measured on a 2.83GHz Intel Quad-Core with
12MB L3 cache.
Several observations can be made when comparing Figures 10 and 7. First, GraphMinor was evaluated on significantly fewer and simpler loops than the BMS. This makes
it hard to draw conclusions regarding the compilation speed of the BMS and GraphMinor. Given the differences in host CPUs and in target architectures, it is not possible to
announce a clear winner. For code quality, however, there is some indication that the
BMS outperforms GraphMinor for more complex loops. For one loop, GraphMinor only
achieves an I I = MI I + 6. For a range of other 4 × 4 architectures, GraphMinor got the
difference between MII and II down to 4 for that loop but never below it. For another
loop, GraphMinor never gets the difference down below 3. By contrast, on variants 2
and 3, which are similar to GraphMinor’s targets in terms of heterogeneity, the BMS
always finds schedules with an I I ≤ MI I + 2. In fact, for only one loop (the one with
MI I = 17 in Figure 7), the BMS needed two more cycles on top of MI I. For all the
other loops scheduled onto variants 2 and 3 with the BMS, I I = MI I or I I = MI I + 1.
In REGIMap’s evaluation, neither the number of compiled loops per benchmark nor
their complexities are mentioned [Hamzeh et al. 2013]. So comparing REGIMap and
BMS compilation times is impossible. MII/II values are presented
 per benchmark,

but the article does not mention whether those are computed as
MI I/ I I, or as
avg(MI I/I I). Moreover, only fully homogeneous CGRAs are targeted, with varying
amounts of local registers. For their easiest compilation target (with the most local
registers), they report MII/II values in the range [0.69,1]. This overlaps with the range
obtained with the BMS.
4.3. Impact of the Different BMS Contributions

To assess the impact of the different contributions presented in Section 3, Figure 11
visualizes the effect on the compilation times and the achieved code quality when we
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Fig. 12. Impact of the BMS’s unique features on whole benchmarks’ CGRA execution time.

individually disable or omit those contributions from the BMS while targeting ADRES
instances of variant 1. These contributions are the fast mode and the accurate mode of
Section 3.2.2, the back-tracking scheme of Section 3.1, the expensive routing resource
costs of Section 3.2.2, and the constant memory affinity costs of Section 3.2.1.
Omitting the fast mode only has an impact on compilation times. This is not surprising, as the fast mode’s only goal is to try to find the same II as the accurate mode, but
to do so much faster. The fast mode spends much less time computing probability costs,
and when it fails for some tried II, it fails much earlier, after fewer DDG nodes have
been placed. Compared to the accurate mode, the fast mode’s compilation time on any
loop, at any tried II is therefore almost negligible. So in the BMS, little compilation
time can be saved by omitting the fast mode. By contrast, omitting that fast mode
implies that the accurate mode needs to be invoked one additional time for every loop
for which the fast mode in the BMS found a schedule first. In our experiments, the fast
mode succeeded to do that for 58 of 72 loops. The net result is that the compilation time
increases significantly by omitting the fast mode. When the accurate mode is omitted,
compilation becomes much faster, but code quality drops as well. The reason is, of
course, that the fast scheduler sometimes (i.e., 14/72 times) fails to find schedules at
the same low IIs found by the accurate mode. In summary, we can conclude that both
the fast mode and the accurate mode contribute significantly to the BMS.
For the other evaluated contributions of Section 3, we observe a significant decrease
in code quality when they are omitted. So all of them also contribute significantly to
the BMS on our target CGRAs. In almost all cases, we also observe an increase in
compilation time when the contributions are omitted. The reason is that they require
very little computation time by themselves, but omitting them forces the re-invocation
of the scheduler at more and higher IIs, which does require significant additional time.
Figure 12 visualizes the impact of the different contributions on the benchmarks’
total CGRA execution cycle count. We obtained these execution cycles using representative program inputs and a cycle-accurate simulator, with which we also validated
the correctness of all compiled loops. The correlation between these results and those
of Figure 11 confirms that the code quality metric of MII/II is a good proxy for real
performance. Unlike what we observed for the MII/II numbers in Figure 11, however,
we observe in Figure 12 that the omission of the fast mode leads to a small but noticeable difference in execution time. The reason is that in the total execution time, not
only the II of the software-pipelined loops but also their number of pipeline stages and
the length of their prologues and epilogues is relevant. Sometimes the fast scheduler
produces better loops in that regard, and sometimes the accurate scheduler produces
better ones.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we presented a new list scheduler, called the BMS, for ADRES CGRA architectures. It builds on the existing state of the art but includes a set of modifications
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to make the scheduler produce better code at similar or even faster compilation times,
in particular for more heterogeneous architectures. These modifications concern the
backtracking heuristics, the priority function that determines the order in which operations are scheduled, and the cost functions used to guide the scheduler’s router and
to preserve resources for when they are truly needed.
Benchmark results on a set of loops and CGRA designs indicate that the BMS significantly outperforms the existing DRESC compiler in both code quality and compilation
speed while supporting the same level of heterogeneity. On heterogeneous CGRA designs, for which the BMS is designed, the BMS generates significantly better code
than DRESC. The BMS was also shown to at least compete with other techniques,
such as HBEMS, RAMS, and GraphMinor, and there are indications that the BMS
outperforms them when targeting more heterogeneous, more constrained CGRAs. Due
to the limited number of benchmarks and a lack of shared benchmarks and shared
CGRA designs, and due to differences in the used host CPUs, the significance of those
indications remains to be seen.
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